
 

What are the main principles of Montessori Method? 

How are they applied at Montessori International School of Vietnam? 

 

“The Montessori Method of Education” was developed by Doctor Maria Montessori (1870-

1952) through her scientific observations. Montessori concluded that children progress by 

absorbing information from their surroundings, hence the importance of their environment. If the 

latter provides ideal conditions for learning, children would then teach themselves and blossom 

marvelously from birth to adulthood. Montessori dedicated her life perfecting her own teaching 

principles and creating educational materials that facilitates children’s learning.  

Doctor Montessori defended her whole life the idea that education should be empowerment, 

independence and freedom of the child. She described her method of education as an “aid to life, 

an approach that is centered on the human personality development and that is not merely based 

on the acquisition of information. 

In fact, Montessori Method of Education distinguishes itself from what we can call “traditional 

education” though its key elements. A founding principle is “respect for the child”. It is a “whole 

child approach” centered on observation from childhood to adulthood. This approach values the 

human spirit and the development of the whole child.  

Another key element to Montessori Method of Education is the use of Montessori materials in a 

prepared environment. A specific environment to the children needs provides the infrastructure 

needed to help the children blossom and reach their full potential. Children are encouraged to 

explore their natural desire to learn in a comfortable environment where they feel safe and 

confident to engage and make their own discoveries. 

Of course, children will go through different stages during their development while learning 

specific skills. Maria Montessori called that “sensitive periods”. In an adapted learning 

environment, these periods will be supported by providing children with hands-on learning 

experiments and Montessori “works” that encourage repetition and problem-solving.  

However, let us not forget that children are the center of Montessori Education. Thus, the role of 

the teacher is to observe the children while being unobtrusive, to be mindful of their interests 

developmental needs and emotions.  

As a child grows older, they start to develop interests that are more specific. The vast range of 

Montessori materials caters to these sensitive periods in children. They are related to practical 

life activities, sensorial learning, math, language and culture, which are grouped together under 

the concept of “five curriculum areas” or “Cosmic education”. 



 

Please bear in mind that subjects are not assigned time-slots. Children participate in a “three-

hour work cycle” every day. Each subject is interwoven, which allows the children to move on 

when they are ready. They are still able to complete work at their own pace as well as repeat it 

when needed.  

To summarize, we can say that Montessori approach towards education unites school-learning 

with society-encouraging initiatives. It helps the child develop various skills and inherent 

characteristics such as independent learning, self-discipline and responsible social behavior. 

Montessori Method of Education has gained worldwide reputation through the years since Maria 

Montessori’s first opened classroom in Rome in 1907. One hundred years later, the first 

Montessori International School opened in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. MIS of Vietnam has 

been providing authentic Montessori education since its establishment in 2007 and is part of the 

American Montessori Society (AMS). 

The Montessori International School of Vietnam seeks to enable all its students to achieve their 

full potential by providing them with a nurturing and stimulating environment, and by being 

sensitive and responsive to their individual needs. The School strongly emphasizes the 

development of the child’s qualities and skills that will help them become happy, confident and 

responsible individuals with an intrinsic motivation for lifelong learning. 

 

 

 


